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Introduction
The International Association of the Foundations that are called after him and carry on his work offer you

THE BOOK OF LOVE

by Raoul FOLLEREAU

A whole life which was one act of love.

Since 1920, Raoul FOLLEREAU published 44 books or pamphlets. From the occasional tract to the three volume production in which he himself summed up his life and work, his poems, novels, plays, travels, memoirs, have been so many arms in the service of one sole ideal; so many episodes of the battle he has fought ruthlessly yet without hatred, for 50 years against selfishness, ignorance and cowardice.

To this booklet, a summary of his thought, we have given purposely the title of his first book.

Because it already announced his future struggles as it sums up, today, all his life.

That's why we hope this booklet will one day be in the hands of a multitude of people. It will be a source of energy and hope.

And may it, from this example and this message on arouse a new "sociology of brotherhood" under the token:

NO ONE HAS THE RIGHT TO BE HAPPY ALONE.
HIS LIFE

BATTLES OF RAOUl FOLLEREAU

Born on August 17th, 1903, at Nevers (France) Raoul FOLLEREAU was first of all a poet. And he remained such. At the age of 23, he was billed for the first time at the "Comédie Française". Some of his stage plays reached a thousand performances.

But since his youth, all his work is dedicated to fight against misery, social injustice and whatever fanaticism may be. All his life he denounces the selfishness of the rich and the mighty, the cowardice of "those who eat three times a day thinking that the rest of the world is doing the same".

Again and again he instigates new initiatives and proclaims: "No one has the right to be happy alone" and "Civilization is to love one another". The best known are: 'The Hour for the Poor", 'Fight against Leprosy" and "A Day of War for Peace".

**The Hour for the Poor**

1942 - From a small town in France, where he had taken refuge, Raoul FOLLEREAU wrote:

"To the tragedy of the hours in which we live is now added the haunting spectre of the cruel things that follow in the wake of war and prolongs thus its dire effects: poverty, ruin, and failure, vanished happiness, blighted hopes. Who is capable now of rebuilding, consoling, loving?

The men who wrought this evil can hardly pretend to do so, but all human beings can do their share.

And I thought, if we all would give up a part, even a very small part, of what is wasted on blood, on genius and money in order to kill each other and to destroy, a great step forward would be made on the road of human redemption.

For this purpose I have founded 'The Hour for the Poor".

The Hour for the Poor asks everybody to devote at least one hour a year of his salary, income or profit, to the relief of the destitute.

A simple thing that everyone can easily afford, but bears in itself a touching significance. It is not indeed any sort of offering one takes absent minded out of the wallet to get rid of a beggar. To give one hour or more a year to the poor, is first to devote that hour of our life to them, to think of them, to consecrate our labour to them. It is a work of love. The Hour for the Poor does not mean alms but a brotherly act in which the rich are only distinguished from the poor by being able to do more good at the same time."

During the first ten years of its existence, the Hour for the Poor has distributed in France, 250 million francs to more than fifty organizations.

Today, in numerous countries, many initiatives under the same or similar names, have been created which had been inspired by Raoul FOLLEREAU’s first appeal thirty years ago...
The “Fight Against Leprosy”

In the service of those whom he calls "the most suffering oppressed minorities in the word", Raoul FOLLEREAU has travelled 32 times around the world, visiting 95 countries. Without any doubt, he is the man who has visited the greatest number of leper-houses, who has approached, touched, embraced the greatest number of lepers.

In 1952, he addressed a petition to the United Nations Organisation to ask for the elaboration of an international statute for lepers and the transformation of leper-prisons, which still exist in too large numbers, into centres for treatment or sanatoria for lepers.

On May 25, 1954, the French National Assembly unanimously approved this petition and asked for it to be listed on the UN agenda. This was to be the basic document for the creation of most of the laws, prescriptions and regulations which since that time have throughout the world legally freed former “lepers”.

It was also in 1954 that Raoul FOLLEREAU founded the World Leprosy Day.

Its aim: to obtain for lepers the right to be treated like all other sick people with respect for their dignity and freedom, as human beings; and "to cure the healthy people" of their absurd and sometimes criminal fear of this disease and those who suffer from it.

Observed today in 127 countries, it has really become the "great rendez-vous of love", bringing to lepers not only considerable material aid, but also, even more important, the joy and pride of being treated as men.

“A Day of War for Peace”

Since his first letter to President ROOSEVELT in 1944 "Continue the war for another day" (when armistice is announced, may all belligerent give together for works of peace what one day of this accursed war would have cost them) Raoul FOLLEREAU has multiplied his appeals and propositions to "convert weapons of death into works of life".

In 1954 he wrote to the Two Big Ones: "Give me, each of you, one of your bombers, and we can treat all the lepers in the world."

In 1955, in 1959, in 1962, he renews his appeal and his warning:

"Atomic Bomb or Charity."

"Love one another or perish: there is no other choice."

"If you continue to arm, you will die. And we all shall die with you. For nothing. While neither wishes to kill. But because you won't have been able to manage otherwise."

Finally, on September 1st, 1964, he wrote to UTHANT:
"Let all nations represented at UN decide that every year, on the occasion of a World Day for Peace, they will levy, out of their respective budgets, the cost of one day's armament and pool it to fight against starvation, slums, endemics, that take a heavy toll of human life."

And he adds:

"A Day of war for peace... some will think perhaps I am not very exacting."

"But the first conversion of weapons of death into works of life will have a world-wide impact and make it possible to start the salvation of mankind that, with bound hands, tight mouth, helplessly watches its own suicide."

THREE MILLION OF YOUNG PEOPLE, from 125 countries, signed the following declaration:

"We, the young from 14 to 20 years, support Raoul FOLLEREAU's appeal 'A Day of war for peace' addressed to the UN, and pledge ourselves to use our civil and political rights for its success."

On December 5th, 1969, by 92 votes and 7 abstentions, the UN passed this resolution and invited each state to study measures and to put them into practice.

THESE THREE MILLION OF YOUNG PEOPLE form today the immense peace army of the

FRIENDS OF RAOUl FOLLEREAU

whose many "Commandos of Brotherhood" already brought about, throughout the world, so much enthusiasm and efficient battles.

*

And these young people, who see in him a Master and a brother, write:

"I thank you for being among us, the sign of a great hope."

"The young people of the whole world are standing here by your side, Mr. Follereau. They want to love with you. Don't be afraid of speaking, for millions of tiny voices are near you to support you."

"Let us tell you that you have succeeded in going beyond oppositions and conflicts between generations in order to attract the young to a dynamic and generous action at the service of all men."

"I have learnt that I should love, thanks to Raoul Follereau, who has taught us what love is. I have understood how wonderful it is to live in a group where all are united in the same love."
HIS MESSAGE

Some thoughts of Raoul FOLLEREAU that inspired, then guided, for more than half a century his battle against leprosy and against all forms of leprosy

Raoul FOLLEREAU is speaking...

OF LOVE AND CHARITY

First Poems-1920

- To hope is very little and to live is nothing: we must love.
- For love is to pray: love is a rebirth!

The Book of Love-1920

- My happiness wants only one thing: to see it extended to the whole earth.
- To live is to help others to live.
- In speaking of yourself, don't say "Me" nor in speaking of others "they", say better "WE". The only way of procuring happiness for oneself is to think of the happiness of others.

God is Love - 1923

- The heart is the key of Heaven. It is the great force of the Universe, the only invincible one, the only creative one.
- Love one another, that's all. It is the secret of happiness, the only happiness worthy enjoying. Let's pity the wicked and try to convert them. Let us show them they are on the wrong way, that evil is accessory to unhappiness, that only goodness brings joy.
  Did not Socrates say: virtue is identical with happiness.

Towards the Ideal-1924

- We must have in our heart an admirable strength, when we are sure of the good we are doing.
- ... Victory
  Was always granted to him that never doubted.

- Our ideal will be misunderstood? No matter!
  Jibes will pour down. cowardly and insulting?
  Courage, my friends! The struggle is never too hard.
  The dream is never too great!
  For the sweetest and noblest recompense
  When we are worn out fighting one against a hundred,
  Is to read in the depths of our broken heart
  These words engraved in golden letters by the conscience:
  "I have never despised you."

On the Road of Charity-1947

- Why would I not make of my life. every day of my life., a mere act of love?
- Any soul won over to charity is already on the way to God.
Charity Will Save The World – 1948

- Progress? It is only a huge machinery to destroy.
  Human reason? It has been scoffed at. debased and degraded.
  For five years, man led mankind to suicide; the common grave has been the goal of his
  activities; he has used his strength to kill. and again to kill, and to learn to dispense with
  compassion.
  Henceforth. how are men united Lofty ideals have bitterly failed, great dreams have been buried
  in hatred.
  Only charity remains.
- To give without love is an offence.
- If to give alms, it were enough to be charitable, where would be the merit? And the joy?
- Charity is a presence. We must not only give, but give of ourself.
- Charity is the spring of God's justice.

Atomic Bomb or Charity? - 1949

- Charity, that knows neither class. nor caste, nor race:
  Charity, that breaks down frontiers;
  Charity, that rejects all warfare;
  Charity, stronger than death.

Appeal-1950

- Charity can conquer everything and heal everything.

If Christ, tomorrow... – 1954

- No one has the right to be happy alone.
- Knowledge, without knowing how to love, is nothing.
  And sometimes worse than nothing.
- I don't believe in the social era of man, this kind of established brotherhood, with its regulations
  and police, but in the advent of the free and victorious reign of love.
  What is needed. what will determine and settle everything. is to love one another.
- Mind: Charity, not alms. Not that scornful offering you drop disdainfully and which, while it
  offends the receiver, brings shame on the giver. That kind of alms is but the ghost, the parody of
  Charity.
- One must have done a lot to realize that he hasn't done enough.
- Happiness is the only thing that one is sure of possessing when one has given it.
- I am convinced Charity one day will get the better of violence, selfishness and money.
  I am convinced one day there will be no more starvation, slums, or wars;
  no more children lacking love, no more homeless old people;
  when all the living will have a right to live...
  And as for us, our reward will be to have believed in this Paradise before having seen it.
- Beethoven was deaf, Rembrandt became blind, Damien a leper, Pasteur paralysed!
  Dunant died in the Incurable Hospital and Pauline Jaricot had to beg!
  After all, what does it matter?
  Charity accepts trials., Charity smiles at suffering, Charity remains stronger than death.
A Speech on Charity-September 7th, 1955

- Charity is the projection of Christ's face on the face of the poor, the suffering, the persecuted.
- Men have been living BESIDE EACH OTHER for too long. Today, they know they must live ALL TOGETHER. We must teach them to live ONE FOR ANOTHER.

Men Like Other Men-1956

- Paradise is to love one another.

Related by Elisée SERVIGNE in "The Man who embraces Lepers-1959"

- What’s wrong?
  First of all: Me. Because I am selfish, suspicious and ill-tempered.
  If I would try to understand and help my neighbour, if I would practice real charity, without concern for creed, class or race, that king of charity which sees in every man a human being to be respected and to be loved, something would soon change in the world.
- Neither power, nor money will prevail. But love. Love without which nothing is possible, through which nothing is impossible.

Thirty Times Round The World-1961

- From the intelligence that betrays. From the machine that enslaves. From the money that corrupts. O Lord, rescue love.
- Paradise is to be able to go to sleep every night thinking that all the others are happy.
- In order to shake off charity, It has been reduced to alms (it is annoying, you know, to be obliged to love everybody!)
  To avoid charity, we "give alms".

- Giving alms without love is nothing.
  And sometimes worse than nothing. If you mean by it, less to help others than to free yourself.
  The misery of the world should be printed in our flesh, burn our blood, haunt our too "quiet" thoughts, disturb our too self-assured heart.
  You say “I have my own poor”.
  No, neither you nor I have "our own poor". The poor are not ours. We belong to them.
  One must not say "my poor", as little girls say “my dolls”.

We must not play with the poor as with the dolls.

- Love one another or perish: there is no other choice.

- Charity is, first of all, in the poor, to discover and respect man.

- Good is as contagious and more radiant than evil.
  Let us organise the epidemic of Charity.
  ... Until giving up saving: Myself, my properties, my chattels. my fortune, men will declare in their freed hearts: what I possess is what I have given.
A Fight That Is different-1964

- But above all, above all, do not think that the giving of some of our surplus, be it even a small sacrifice, relieves us of our obligation to love.
- To love is not to give, but to share.
- He who is right, who will always be right, to whom tomorrow belongs, who will be the last victor is he, who is able to love most.
  Civilisation is neither numbers, nor strength, nor money.
  Civilisation is the patient, eager. stubborn desire that there should be on earth less injustice, less suffering. less unhappiness.

- Civilisation is to love one another.

The Only Truth Is To Love-1966

- The first sign of love is justice. The fruit of justice is peace.
  Charity is not the condescending pity of the well-fed man. it isn’t a pleasure that one satisfies, but a compelling duty binding on us all.
  Love, and everything is possible.
- Charity is not the same as pitying people. Pity is a sickly form of love in which we piously revel, it is the pretext for giving oneself a certificate of "kind-heartedness".

A Lecture Delivered At The Sorbonne-October 15th, 1967

Why so much injustice, absurdity and cruelty?
- Why has the century of the atom turned immediately into a century of the atomic bomb?
  Because love has deserted the world. Because for all too many subdued or slumbering minds, it is but an empty word, a ridiculous left over from the past., a foolishness, almost an inconvenience...

The Civilisation of Traffic Lights-1969

- I believe the one who is victorious is the one who gives of himself.

What's New? GOD (1)

- It would mean to turn the back on Charity to refuse someone the right, the pride and the joy to do a good deed.
- Only the miser is irreparably the poor man.
- If equality remains a myth, then chance, at least, be not tyranny.
OF GOD, CHRISTIANITY AND CHRISTIANS

Sunshine On Roses-1926

- You are not known any more, you, supreme hope
  Of all beings who suffer and know to say: I love.
  One dreams: "That's the end" - when death is coming.
  Love no longer smiles. You, eternity indeed.
  You are believed dead here: You are even reviled.
  Lord, are you not answering?

The Betrayal Of Intelligence-1936

- Society. by willfully denying the assistance of God, is unable. except by force, to control the individual.
- Dried up civilisations have transformed religions into brand books on good manners and breeding.
  Well-thinking people have turned into non-thinking ones.
  Under pretence of conciliation they have deserted, abjured.

Charity Will Save The World-1948

- I had a dream:
  A man came before the judgment seat of God. He said: 'Took, my God, I kept your law, I have done nothing dishonest, wicked or impious. Lord, my hands are clean'.
  -Yes, indeed,- God replied - but they are empty.
- "Win" heaven?
  Let’s start by deserving it!

Atomic Bomb Or Charity-1949

- **Christianity is the revolution of the world by Charity.**

World Trip To The Lepers-1953

- Charity is not justified by the size of its victories. Nothing of it is ever futile or lost. It is the struggle of the Good that continues. And in this "commando of brotherhood" I realise suddenly that it is not the result that counts, but the **deed**.
  The kind action, even humanly useless, binds us to God.

If Christ, tomorrow... 1954

- Lord, teach us not to love ourselves any more, not to be content with loving our dear ones. with loving those whom we love.
- Lord, teach us to think only of others, to love those first, who are not loved.
- **Lord, hurt us with the suffering of others.**
- Lord, do not allow us any more to be happy alone.
- Lord, I would so like to help others to live.
  All others, my brothers. who labour and suffer, without knowing why.
  while waiting for death to deliver them.
• To prevent the poor from dying is all right. But if it is to let them starve all their lives long, to make of their lives an endless death, I become party to this murder since I keep as surplus what they need to live.

• To share out in kindness the riches of the world is to partake in Your creation.

• Lord, I would so like to help others live...
  Without the insulting alms of sterile compassion.

• God is the Good God.
  Who can forgive us endlessly.
  He, Who in this world,
  will be our last friend...

• I don't know God, but I am known by Him: and that is what hope is.

• Sublime superiority of the heart! On earth we cannot know God. but we can love Him.

• Who can tell if what we want is not worse than what we have?
  Then let us make that only prayer:
  "Lord. never cease from loving us."

• Happy is he who lives in God; blessed is he who dies in search of Him.

• Holiness is the grace of doing the most humble things under the sign of eternity.

• I like the saints who are not angels.

For two thousand years: the Christian era. But when shall we begin to be Christians?
A Speech On Charity-September 7th, 1955

• Whatever the injustice striking us, the ordeal imposed on us, never shall we come near the Passion of the Great Innocent. Never shall we be denied as much as He-crucified as He.
  But since the First Easter, we know that death has no more sting...

Thirty Times Round The World-1961

• If you don't look up any more to the sky to pray, you will scrutinize it but to descry the deadly engines your hatred will have contrived.

• Lord, what have we made of you?
  An accountant, a cashier,
  giving us back the change for the good actions we have sold.
  A magician,
  who seeks vengeance and calls down curses.
  A grocer,
  who hands out little slices of Paradise to hypocrites.
  You, whose power bursts forth in its totality in the most humble spark of love!

• To content oneself with denouncing, nay destroying images of the Creator that seem odd to us, instead of giving them the breath of Charity which would animate them; to be satisfied with throwing down idols which, though shocking, are crude testimony of genuine faith; to delight in blaming ways of believing and living because they are not ours; how did these spiritual Saint Bartholomews further the Kingdom of God?

• Human being is my name, and I call myself a Christian.

• There is not enough Christianity in the hearts.
  Or there is a Christianity that has missed its revolutionary power on the way.
  A mock Christianity.
• This is the truth: To love, To love one another, to love all, not at appointed hours, but all life long. Love poor people, love fortunate people (who are sometimes also poor devils), love one's neighbour, love the stranger-, love the fellow-creature at the other end of the world, love, love... Otherwise, genuflections, bells, Lent are worthless: if you don't love, you are no Christian. Péguy said: "He is no Christian who does not offer his hand."

• I know, some will say: "Christianity has gone bankrupt. It was a fine ideal, but it has not changed anything really deep in the hearts of men. It is over now. Men in these days make other dreams, and the star over the manger shines no longer for them."
Then I'll answer with these true and bitter words of Chesterton: "Men are not tired of Christianity. they have never had enough of it to be tired."

The Only Truth Is To Love-1966
• Lord, at the end of my life I bring to you what I have given.

The Civilization of Traffic Lights-1969
• May in His endless kindness
The Good Lord.
   In Whom I obstinately believe,
   Who died on the cross
   Even for those who deny him,
   May He grant
   That through His mercy,
   Hope remains with us...
• I see God in all creation.

What's New? GOD (to be published)
• For what is a road that leads nowhere?
   So is the life without God.
• Talk to nature: God will answer you.
• Man carries God in him, just as the shining glass
   has the light in it.
   Man can blow it out.
   But it remains.
• If we could perceive time other than under the aspect of unity, then we would be close to approach God.
• If we could perceive presently how at the same moment everything in the universe grows, blossoms, flows, moves or dies, then, then alone could we realize the power and beauty of God.

• Violence at the order of command: that's despotism.
Violence intoxicated by liberty: that's disorder, then riot.
What then?
Christianity then. A Christianity devoid of confusing forms, rites and prohibitions.
A Christianity congenial with that revolution of which it originated but had been lost on its way.
A Christianity. when facing liberty, that blind and deaf harlot, which defends freedom, the pride of man.
• Once, when man was living in filial union, on intimate terms with God, all wonders and miracles were received with open arms. If they seem to us today impossible, if we are shocked and don’t understand, it is because we have lost the ability to see.

• To see in every human being a man, and in every man a brother; this is the law.

• Priests, if you don’t carry hope, who are you?

• They would make Christ run away, those right-thinking people, covered with pretence of their virtues, going about to pick out some naive indulgences and thus cheaply paying their insurance policy against the fires of hell.

• If you don’t worry about your brother, go and join Cain.

OF MISERY AND SOCIAL INJUSTICE
THE POOR AND THE RICH

Charity Will Save The World-1948

• A heart that is not aroused by misery is indeed poor.

• The riches give poorly, because they are ashamed of the poor. Or else they are afraid of them...

• If there is anything worse than poverty for the poor man, it is loneliness. His misery creates a void around him so that he feels abandoned just when life alone has become too much for him. Of course there is "public assistance", the assistance he receives through filling out forms in front of unconcerned clerks. But important though this help is, it can only delay the collapse. What the poor man needs even more than alms is comfort, understanding, friendship. Moreover, there are needs which money doesn't cure, which can't be alleviated by joining the queue at the pay-desk...

• To help is to understand: therefore, to listen.

• To suffer unjustly means to hold God liable...

If Christ, tomorrow... 1954

• Four hundred million children are hungry in the world.
Why not yours?
Why is yours fed, sheltered, protected? Why yours, and not the others?
Madame, have you ever thought of it?

- Hunger in the world? I can't do anything about... That's a typical example of the bad excuse.
  And a blatant admission of our cowardice.
  You can't do anything about? How do you know? What have you tried to do?
  Nothing, of course.
  You think of yourself, and then of yourself, and, after that, of yourself.
  Is that your world? Very well.
  But then, don't call yourself a Christian, or even, quite candidly, a civilized man.

- How could he be happy?
  He loves only himself.

*Thirty Times Round The World*-1961

- Life is his own life. He knows not, sees not, understands not. In his happiness, he is the unhappiest and most lonely of all men.

- When you have everything, you don't make plans; you have only whims.

- They think only of themselves: you don't expect them to be happy on top of it!

- Before sending people to walk on the moon, perhaps it would be advisable to prevent them from dying of misery or starvation on the earth. Because we are not capable to love them, the hungry, the homeless, the forlorn have to be *legally* protected.

- Because we are only capable "to give alms". Our obligations toward our brothers have to be codified.
  Our indifference and selfishness sanctioned.
  Because we don't love enough we are forced to "give help".

*Message To Heads Of State Throughout The World*-1962

- While the Power Men are defying one another or playing bowls in the stratosphere, the world rushes with the speed of an avalanche toward the greatest disaster of history.
  The undernourished in 1938 made up 35% of the world's population. They account for two thirds of the population today. In ten years they will represent three-quarters of it.
  If our human conscience is not stirred by a great wave of love in this century, man's starvation will hasten the end of the world.

*A Fight That Is Different*-1964

- May God give us all nightmares, If these nightmares will draw us to our brothers.
  May he give us the grace to be anguished by the world's misery.
  So that we, such terribly happy people, may forgive ourselves our happiness, by learning to love.

*The Only Truth Is To Love*-1966
Two thirds of mankind don't eat to their fill. WHY DON'T THEY, WHILE YOU DO? There are 800 million men in the world that have never seen a doctor. 
Over a billion men cannot read. WHY DON'T THEY, WHILE YOU DO?

It’s a base act to rid yourself on to the destitute and their children of belongings you'd otherwise have thrown away. There's nothing for self-congratulation in that. You intended to be charitable, didn't you? Indeed you meant thus to get rid of the poor. Is that Charity? It’s the charity of the bone thrown to the dog!

It's not a matter of giving the poor from our excess, but of making room for them in our lives. We must have the courage to recognize that we can't solve social problems with Christmas trees or hunger with collections. The poor, the sick, and the downtrodden feel a need, however dimly, to find themselves; to know that they are men like other men, that they have a right to live and a duty to hope. We must procure for them the means of providing for themselves and their families by their own efforts, not to be satisfied by giving them the small change from our purses; we must share their suffering, their anger, their hopes and their joys and let them share ours: for this is to love them.

The Civilisation Of Traffic Lights-1969

You went to the moon? Yet, you are unable to suppress poverty, illness, starvation, social injustice. Because you have a clock instead of a heart.

When for 800 million people the yearly income is smaller than the monthly wage of any common labourer, and I say: I can’t do anything about, I AM CAIN.

When you are told that, if all the hungry, all the poor, and destitute could defile round the world, their procession would be twenty times the circumference of the earth, and you are not appalled, YOU ARE CAIN.

When I know-an information from the World Health Organization—that 550 million people could be cured of malaria with 165 million francs—which are impossible to find though they mean only the 132th part of the French Military Expenditure, the 3,000 part of the U.S.A. one-and I won't appeal to universal conscience, I AM CAIN.

What's New? GOD (1)

Assemblies, Congress, Board of Commissions, Committees, you are playing with the woe of the world as you would play with dolls. meanwhile the revolution is going on without you.

A society which leaves its old folks to destitution and loneliness, a society which returns the labours of an honest and true life in wretchedness. that society condemns and dishonours itself.

The history of heroes ends all too often- alas-in a shopkeeper's place.
First: exploit, then: exploitation.

- It's always the little people who pay.

- Big business men, finance kings, magnates of all sorts, I am almost about to consider them poor characters. Through their power, and fortunes, through their pride they have separated themselves from mankind.

- How, and through what sacrifices, happy man, are you linked to universal suffering, how do you participate in the suffering of the world?

(1) To be published.

- As for those who live at the margin of your society of egoists and double dealers, those all those who are not producing anything, the poor and the weak, those, born at the gates of death, who are the most beloved of God.

  kill them
  or help them to live.

OF MAN, HAPPINESS AND CIVILIZATION

The Book of Love-1920
- To be happy means to make others happy.

Redemption-1929
- No hopes are too great:
  March forward still, don't stop.
  The pride of aiming high is the supreme virtue,
  and your only refuge is love.

- Happiness is wherever men can see it;
  only evil is blind and deaf.
  Be always able to live above life...

Poor Punch-1930
- One is never alone when one has a dream to pursue.

Shall We Pluck Out The Strings From The Lyre?

   (Lecture delivered at the Sorbonne, on March 6th, 1930)
- Happiness is to live, in one's soul, so high that human baseness cannot reach one.

Smiling France
   (Lecture delivered at the Sorbonne, on October 2nd, 1930)
   You will no longer hear the voices of your
conscience? Take heed they don't become dumb in your children's souls.

- An idea that is not at once energy is but an idle dream.
- You must sometimes be courageous enough to look unjust.

*Intellectuals, Stand Aloof* - *(A Comedy-1932)*

- **You must needs find the time to die.** Why then deny yourself the time to live?

*Charity Will Save The world-1948*

- The fortune I leave you is the good I have done.

*If Christ, Tomorrow...-1954*

- Man is as free in his life as a fish in the river: between the source and the sea.
- It's a wise man who can make a decision without bias.
- Penicillin knows of no creed like the hunger has no native-land.

- We can't speak of civilization, and still less of Christian civilization, as long as each of us accepts to live while others die, for our surplus is what they would need to live. We can't speak of civilization, nor of humanity, as long as we allow that some people get rich-shamefully-on the hunger and death of others.

- We must choose: learn how to die or not to live at all.
- Those who most fear death are those who have never lived.
- If you could go down into the depths of your heart, you would feel sorry for yourself..
- The reward is to have someone waiting for you.

*Men Like Other Men-1956*

- Horrible "civilization" which measures nations by the gold they possess., by the bombes they produce and the number of children they can kill.

*The Man Who Embraces Lepers-By Elisée Servigne-1959*

- Whenever, with an earnest voice, I say: "It's all going to the bad", all is going from bad to worse, because of me. And I do something at the same time stupid and bad.
- He who has done a good deed never realizes all
the good he has done.

Thirty Times Round The World-1961

- First of all, we have to give up our cheap happiness, not to be satisfied any longer with our narrow-minded, standard-price conduct (don’t do this, don't say that)... What we must do is to share the wretchedness of others, share their unjust misfortune. And oblige the Big Ones, the rich, the mighty, to listen to those who are hungry, to have compassion, and even be ashamed. We must refuse to go on with our self-righteous little rest. We must stop those responsible from sleeping.

A Fight That Is Different-1964

- A man is only really a man when he is free. And he is only free when he works.

The Only Truth Is To Love-1966

- For those who carry a message, courage sometime has to be daily heroism.

What's New? GOD (1)

- What is science for if not to help mankind?
- Fie on that cruel science which, pretending to explain man, strips him of his hope.
- Fie on that science, conceited and selfish, which, pretending to magnifying the world, wastes the goods of the earth and leaves man, glimpse, in loneliness and suffering.
- Subduing the instincts of man: yes.
  - Taming them: no.
- To content oneself in saying the truth, does it mean to be always in the right?
- The important thing is not what one is but what one gives.

1) To be published.

- If I would not be like others, how could I help them?
- Through your naive ambitions to offer everybody a standard price happiness and to fix for everybody a standard lot, man may be lost in the crowd, and the human being destroyed by society.

OF MONEY

Charity Will Save The World-1948

- The disease of these days is money. Even less because of the power it exerts than on account of the devotion shown to it. The banknote, even if we have no illusion about its actual value, has
become the very fetish of happiness. We don’t know any longer other ways to be happy than to try to get rich.

Atomic Bomb Or Charity?-1949

- Money has rotten everything, even the pure concept of Charity. Charity does not mean "money". It's an act of love, It's a gift of one self, elevating, and rewards your efforts or sacrifice with joy.

If Christ, Tomorrow...-1954

- Lord, defend us against money; Let not our hearts fret With the base desire Of being rich or powerful.

A Speech On Charity-September 7th, 1955

- A civilization of disgust and despair has been created by suppressing God in the human plan. And man has taken a new master, the most tyrannical, sordid and sad there is: money.

Thirty Times Round The World-1961

- Money has become the vice of this century. The modern appearance of the Devil., and of his curse. It was the means of creating happiness. It is now but an anonymous power intending to supersede it. By making money an aim, man has made himself its slave. In this world so fond of equalitarianism", never was there such an absolute tyrant.
- I do not ask you to pay a ransom, but to commit yourself. Stop believing that money will do for everything and that the giving of a little of your surplus exempts you to love.

OF THE NATIVE-LAND
AND HUMANITY

The Betrayal Of Intelligence-1936

- Love of one's country doesn't involve hatred of neighbouring countries any more than love of one's mother involves hatred of other mothers. Love of one's family doesn't entail robbing, looting, killing one's neighbour. On the contrary, love of one's family not only implies but compels respect for other homes. Who respects a man who has rejected his parents? So it is with regards to one’s native land. The true patriot loves the idea of fatherland in each man, and respects everyone's fatherland.
- What matters is to give the world a certain number of principles of order, clarity and justice which can be common; a moral and social language understood by all. Without sacrificing proper aspirations, justified national traditions and sound pride, considering however, social necessities common to all human groups, men must recognize each other and unit.
Charity Will Save The World-1948

- Have you ever seen a frontier?
  It’s a wooden fence or barrier with a policeman on either side.
  You come on it suddenly, lying in wait for you at the turn of the road.
  On the other side the trees and the sky are exactly the same.
  But not one’s fate.
  Sometimes the frontier impudently bars your way in the middle of a village. People talk to each
  other and shake hands across it.
  ... Until the day comes when the men who govern them (why these rather than others?) dress
  them up, in blue on one side, in red on the other, and tell them to kill each other.
  And they do kill each other. Because they are separated by a wooden fence with policemen on
  either side.
  Here there is food; there-there isn't. Why?

A Lecture Delivered At The Sorbonne on October 15th, 1967

- A country is not a great nation because it is strong;
  a country is not a great nation because it is rich; a country is a great nation only when it is
  capable of great love

OF LEPROSY

Thirty Times Round The World-1961

- Lepers? In the XXth century of the Christian era, I have found lepers in jail, in lunatic asylums,
  shut up in a churchyard out of use, or pent up in the desert surrounded with barbed wire,
  observation posts and machine-guns. Lepers? I have seen lepers naked, screaming, starving,
  despairing. I have seen their wounds swarming with flies, their squalid hovels, the medicine
  chests empty and the wardens with their guns. I have seen an unimaginable world of horror, woe
  and despair.
  Shall it last? Shall we let fifteen million human beings die and rot, while we know that they can
  be cured, saved, and healed?
- What does it matter to lepers if you give them something, but don’t shake hands with them!
  Lord, these are the real lepers: the selfish, the impious, that live in foul water. The snug, the
  fearful that do nothing with their Eves. Lord, these are the real lepers: those that crucified You.

The Only Truth Is To Love-1966

- Oh, people who have three meals every day are in no hurry...
  There are 15 million lepers in the world; two or
  three million are treated. The other 12 million are waiting... waiting, until we vouchsafe to
  think of curing them.
  But leprosy does not wait. Every day hands are mutilated for ever, feet putrefy, eyes close.
  Does that stop anyone from sleeping?
- Perhaps the great lesson of "The Fight against Leprosy" will not be so much ill people cured.
  lives saved, men delivered, than this truth I have often repeated: without love nothing is
  possible: with love nothing is impossible.
  And this testimony: one man, even alone at first. if every day he digs in the same direction.
  without allowing himself to be dissipated or diverted, if every day he carries on his effort, every
day, without omitting one, with his eyes fixed on this one star, if he digs every day, even if the
ground is rock or clay, he opens a track at last...
This is what I wish to be remembered for…

An Appeal On The XVth World Leprosy Day-1968

- If you accept, without anger or remorse, that, out of 15 million men suffering from leprosy, a
hardly contagious, perfectly medicable disease,
12 million should still remain without treatment., assistance and love, YOU are the real leper.

ATOMIC BOMB OR CHARITY

First Appeal-1949

- Today we must choose
  immediately, irrevocably.
  Either men are going to learn
to love each other,
to understand each other,
either man at long last
is going to live for man,
or else men will disappear,
all of them,
and all together...

if man wants, it's in his hands a boundless source of power and heat: Then no one will be cold. Soon
nobody at all will be hungry. But also if man wants it so, it's the break-up of the earth, the end of the
human race. From the Tree of Knowledge of good and evil, which fruit is man to pluck?

- A crusade then?
  Why not?
  Do you think you will save the world by
  politicians' speeches or Parliamentary votes?
  For it's a question of saving the world!
  From itself,
  and from its atomic bomb.
  A world which no longer dares to believe in anything, because it has been taught to deny
everything, a world which no longer expects anything, because it has been promised everything.
Saving the world. Teaching it to look at life as a joyful and vigilant brotherhood.

Letter to Our Lords Of- War And Peace-1955

- "... Will you really never find, to tend, to feed, to lift up the poor, the thousandth part of what
you sacrificed for years to kill, to hate, to destroy? It's mankind that asks you this question,
every man of every nation. Whether you answer or not, he will rejoice at your answer, or notice
your indifference; anyway you will not escape his judgment."

The Only Truth Is To Love-1966
• With the cost of one aerial torpedo slum children could be offered 16,000 holidays; one tank is worth the cost of 84 tractors; with the cost of an up-to-date bomber, 30 schools of each 20 classrooms could be built; with the cost of one aircraft carrier, 400,000 men could be fed for one year... If soon, very soon, the course of events is not reversed, we will reach a disaster. Weapons of death must be converted into works of life.

Lecture Delivered At The Sorbonne on October 15th, 1967

• To the responsible ones of our fate, let us repeat without ceasing nor tiring: Less tanks, but more plows-FOR EVERYBODY. Less bombers, but more hospitals-FOR EVERYBODY. Less bombs, but more bread-FOR EVERYBODY. Disarm in order to love. Share in order to be loved.

MESSAGES TO THE YOUTH OF THE WORLD

Sunshine On Roses-1926

In the smallest hearts, make a bright summer; Be ready to die for brotherhood's sake, Fling up your dream at the world's face, Because to love is to fight!

Message To The Youth Of The World-1961

• When you feel like eating, don't say: 'I am hungry!'" But think of the 400 million young people who won't eat at all today. For half the youth of the world is starving.

If you have a cold, don't say: "How sick I am!" But think of all those who are suffering, of the 800 million people who have never seen a doctor.

• It's not a matter of vaguely wiping a tear: it is done too soon.

Nor even of feeling pity for a moment: that's too easy.

It's a matter of being aware, and no longer accepting.

Don't let SELF be the centre of your universe-or the members of SELF’s family-while waiting for SELF’s little place in paradise.

Refuse to take a self-righteous little rest while others are crying out in despair all around you.

No longer accepting that sort of existence which is a constant resignation of man...

No longer accepting that negative Christianity that the narrow-minded have stifled in a labyrinth of formulas and taboos.

No longer accepting to be happy alone.

Never give up when confronted with poverty, injustice and cowardice. Don't compromise, or draw back. Strive, fight.
**Message To The Youth Of The World-1962**

Be intransigent about the duty of love. Don't yield or compromise or draw back. Laugh in the face of those who advise caution and waiting for the right moment, "maintaining an even keel", those shabby champions of the "golden mean".

And then, above all, believe in the goodness of the world. In every man's heart there are great reserves of love: it's up to you to make him draw on them.

**The worst thing that can happen to you is to be of no use to anyone, for your life to be purposeless.**

Be proud and exacting. Knowing that it is your duty to try to secure happiness for all mankind, for your brothers, you will not let yourselves be bogged down in the shifting sands of procrastinators and impotents. Look them straight in the face. Denounce loudly. Don't let people trick you. Be yourselves and you will win.

**Message To The Youth Of The World-1965**

What do you prefer? The most recent prototype bomber with all its equipment, or 75 hospitals with 1,000 beds each? (In some poor countries medical facilities are only a FIFTIETH part of what is available in advanced countries.)

What do you prefer? The most recent prototype bomber with all its equipment, or 30 colleges each accommodating a thousand students? or 250,000 teachers for underdeveloped countries, where ONE OUT OF TWO CHILDREN UNDER FIFTEEN can neither read nor write?

What do you prefer? The most recent prototype bomber with all its equipment, or 50,000 tractors, or 15,000 harvesters? (1) What do you prefer, youth of the world?

For a new birth of love in the world, we must fight, fight every day.

(1) These figures were taken from the UNESCO News, November 1964.

Fight unceasingly and not bother about the rest. I mean to say: the chicken-hearted, the calculating, the cowards.
Do what we can is not enough. We must do more.
We must do much more. Much more than we can. Try to do enough.
We must do more, every day, on all days. **Love sowed, sooner or later, shall bloom.**

*Lecture Delivered At The Sorbonne on October 15th, 1967.*

In this world which totters on between shocking waste and desperate hunger, between empty stomachs and full ones, you will demonstrate the primacy of love without which all science is empty and profane.

**Message To The Youth Of The World-1968**
Trying and abolishing old social structures, even if outdated, as a child breaks his toys because they have lasted too long, does not evince a ripe mind or show one is already grown up.

**Don’t be the preys of intellectual blackguards**: They will take you to barren paths leading to nothingness.

Beware of systems and shun parties. Be not impressed by one sided sophists and crazy deniers. They will leave you empty, with betrayed intelligence and your heart in ashes.

Your youth should be creation, elevation, service and joy.

**You will not reform the world unless you enrich the heart.**

To do that, you will have to muzzle the machine threatening to devour man, control speed whose prisoner he has become, **reconquer the time to love.**

"Give me a fulcrum", Archimedes said, "and I shall lift the world".

Your fulcrum is love.

Not maudlin love, content with whining about other people's misery, but fighting love rebelling against social injustice and the enslavement of the poor, passively accepted by those good souls that put on dinner-jackets to rebuild the world, and mention great famines as they nibble petits-fours...

**Yes revolt!** Revolt, when you are informed that an atomic aircraft carrier is worth 3 million tons of corn; that with the cost of a rocket, 100,000 tons of sugar could be distributed to the destitute; that one more submarine means 50,000 tons of meat less for the hungry.

A revolution? Yes, for the benefit of those who this evening will lie down, often on the ground, hungry, those two billions of men, among whom 60% are under twenty years.

It is time to put an end for ever to this inhuman history of mankind.

**The wealth of the world belongs to all.**

This is the truth you must conquer and impose.

You are looking for a purpose in your life? Three million doctors are wanted in the world: become doctors. More than one billion people are illiterate: become teachers. Two men out of three are underfed: become sowers, and out of waste lands grow crops, that will satiate them. Your brothers need you: in any field become very simply, very nobly, “workers". **For any work is noble when clinging to a star.** Become somebody to do something.

**Refuse to live a useless life.** But refuse as well adventures in which price prevails over service. Renounce, but only to exalt. Contest, but only to build. Let your very revolt and anger be love.

Each of you be a fragment, a spark of this love. Make it contagious, radio-active. Organize an epidemic of good. Let it contaminate the world! Those are strong who believe and want to build.
Build the happiness of others. The future will wear your face. **The world is getting more and more inhuman: be men among men!**

*Message To The Youth Of The World - 1970*

In 30 years from now: the year 2000.  
What does it mean, the year 2000?

We know very well, that man exists since hundreds of thousands, perhaps million of years. Then, the year 2000 of what?

Of a Word which seems to have been born with the world, and without which the world is lost and rotten.

Of a Word embodied by a Poor, simple and lonely. On the last day: forsaken.

Who died because he wanted all men to live.

GANDHI said: "To teach the people the Sermon on the Mount and have them put it into practice, that is our task."

And you? What are you saying?

Love, which is not a sweet, sugary word and flowery speech. But which means work and tears. Sometimes blood.

Beware of joining the shabby gangs, those who go about blatantly "Let's love each other". And thus pretexting to exalt the most ignoble resignations.

Reject those hideous freedoms which will bind you.

It's a question to build and to sow.

Beware of words which are as sounding as they are empty. It is not enough to write them in capital letters so they may reflect the face of God. You will not heal the world with exclamation marks.

NEWTON already admitted: "We have built too many walls and not enough bridges."

What would he say today of so many prisons behind these walls?

Build bridges among people. Build bridges for the future.

Cheerfully step over the foul materialism, the stagnant waters of inertia, selfishness and its nauseating mud.

Be the dawn of the year 2000.

*Message To The Youth Of The World - 1971*
Life for what?
To serve. If something is lacking in your life, that is because you have not looked high enough.
What we know for sure on this earth is that others have need of us.
In facing this civilization of ashes, incapable to
free itself of it's own garbage, keep the gracious gift of awe and wonder.
The God-denying intelligence deceives you. Unable to give meaning to your life, it betrays you, hems you, mutilates and destroys you. Machinery deceives you.
Claiming to be at your service: it exploits and enslaves you.
Money deceives you. Pretending that it will do and free you: it chains and humiliates you.
Turn your back on these gloomy enchanters. Give the world again the knowledge of God and the joy to love.
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